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Lucy Hughes Turnbull AO 
Chief Commissioner 
Greater Sydney Commission 
PO BOX 257 
PARRAMATTA 
 
 
 
Dear Mrs Turnbull 
 
SUBMISSION TO THE GREATER SYDNEY COMMISSION 
AVENTUS PROPERTY GROUP 
 
Oh behalf of Aventus Property Group (Aventus), we thank you for the opportunity to provide comments 
on the draft District Plan series and Towards Our Greater Sydney 2056.  Within this submission we take 
the opportunity to share our experience in relation to the challenges that Aventus has faced in 
developing sites in Metropolitan Sydney, and reflect on the impacts that three of the Productivity 
Priorities, included within the draft District Plans, may have on invest within the New 
South Wales (NSW) in the future. 
 
Aventus is a specialist fund and asset manager of Large Format Retail centres.  It has 20 centres within 
its portfolio throughout Australia worth over $1.3 billion, and of those, four (4) centres are located within 
the Sydney Metropolitan area at Bankstown, Belrose, Caringbah and McGraths Hill, representing a total 
Sydney Metropolitan investment holding of over $343 million.  Aventus continues to actively seek  
investment and development opportunities in large format retail centres within the Sydney metropolitan 
area, which in turn represents an injection of investment into the NSW economy and the creation of 
hundreds of full time equivalent direct positions and indirect or flow-on jobs.   
 
In summary, this submission requests that: 

 The Greater Sydney Commission recognise the role that the large format retail sector plays within the 
economy and the difficultie  

 In partnership with the Department of Planning & Environment, the Greater Sydney Commission 
elevate the importance of the work that the NSW Retail Expert Advisory Committee was undertaking 
in 2016 and instigate a systemic change that fundamentally recognises the role that large format 
retail sector undertakes. 

 The Greater Sydney Commission should require all local planning authorities, when undertaking their 
retail planning strate
specific areas that meet the operational and physical requirements of the large format retail sector. 

 The requirement to address all the criteria set out within the following Productivity Priorities in 
Planning Proposal is considered to be overly onerous upon the applicant: 

 Managing growth and change within strategic and district centres and as relevant local centres; 

 Prioritise the provision of retail floorspace in centres; and.   

 Protect and support employment and urban services land. 

 The Greater Sydney Commission should issue interim guidance to local authorities (between now 
and the issue of the final District Plans) on how to use the Priorities set out within the draft District 
Plans and the manner in which the precautionary approach should be adopted. 

 The Greater Sydney Commission should set out a hierarchy of employment and urban services land 
types and in-doing-so re-
in assessing Planning Proposals. 
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1.0 BACKGROUND 

The Aventus portfolio comprises four homemaker centres within the Sydney Metropolitan area, whose 
tenants comprise of over 87,000sqm of retail floorspace.  These are typical large format retailers that 
predominantly sell, hire or display goods such as: 

 automotive parts and accessories;  

  

 camping, outdoor and recreation goods;  

 household appliances, household electrical goods and home entertainment goods; 

 electrical light fittings; 

 office equipment and supplies; 

 sporting, cycling, leisure, fitness goods and accessories; 

 animal and pet supplies; 

 party supplies; 

 floor and window coverings; 

 swimming pools and supplies; 

 furnishings, bedding and Manchester; 

 furniture and home décor; 

 hardware and building supplies; and 

 musical instruments and accessories. 

 
These large format retailers are typically attracted to homemaker centres as they display the following 
operational and physical characteristics, which distinguish them from standard retail premises: 

 large floor plate requirements to display and store goods; 

 direct, at- ; and 

 good access and exposure to arterial roads for loading requirements and to attract a broader 
customer case. 

 
In 2015, the Large Format Retail Association estimated that there was an under-supply of 111,220m2 of 
large format retail floorspace, which is the equivalent of approximately 3 or 4 new homemaker centres.  
Aventus and many other large format retailers would like to open additional centres or stores within NSW 
and more specifically the Sydney Metropolitan area, but are unable to due to the restrictive planning 
controls that currently exist and lack of suitable sites.  This means that investments that would otherwise 
be injected into the NSW economy are being directed to other States. 

2.0 INABILITY TO FIND SITES 

the Standard Instrument Local Environmental Plan (LEP). 
 
With the exception of Bulky Goods, Garden Centres and Hardware and Building Supplies, the Standard 
Instrument LEP treats all other retailing operations the same by only permitted retailing whether defined 

zones: 

 Zone B2  Local Centre; 

 Zone B3  Commercial Core; 

 Zone B4  Mixed Use; and 

 Zone B8  Metropolitan Centre (only used in the City of Sydney and North Sydney Local Government 
Areas). 
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permitted under each definition.  However, neither definition accommodates large format retailers that do 

despite the fact that they have the same or similar physical and operational site 
requirements. 
 
The large format retail sector has consistently argued that it is appropriate for large format premises to 

(B5, B6 and in some instances B7) but also 
the light and general industrial zones (IN1 and IN2). It is gradually being recognised that a shift in the 
way that industrial areas operate means that many industrial areas no longer contain industrial uses. 
Recognition of this shift, and the role that large format retail can play in providing employment in these 
areas should be present within the draft District Plans.  
 
Whilst the NSW Government has sought comments from the retail sector on a number of occasions, 
there continues to be no definitive and up to date guidance within the State for retailing and specifically 
large format retailing.  The large format retail sector has consistently argued that it is appropriate for large 
format retail premises to be permitted in zones over and 

2-B4 and B8) for the following reasons: 

 there is not sufficient land available in traditional centres to support retail formats that require 
expansive sites (i.e. sites typically greater than 20,000m2); 

 land within zones where retail is permissible are likely to be in fragmented ownership relative to the 
size of land requirements, which in turn makes it difficult to consolidate land in order to provide a site 

 

 land within the B2-B4 and B8 zones are characterised by smaller sized allotments, with a more urban 

in the context of the urban design of traditional centres; and 

 large format retail uses generally share many structural and operational characteristics with bulky 
goods retailing and therefore should be permissible where bulky goods are permitted as well as the 
many existing employment zoned sites, that are characteristically changing. 

 

 that seeks to accommodate the growth in demand 
for retail and associated services within existing or expanding centres.  Further this policy does not take 
account of the fact that the characteristics that define many large format retail and bulky goods retailers, 
make them inappropriate uses to be located within centres.   
 
We recognise that many retail operations should be directed towards centres, but equally the Greater 
Sydney Commission should also recognise that other formats, such as large format retailers may be 
appropriate in other locations and potentially outside of existing and future centres. 
 
We therefore request that in partnership with the Department of Planning & Environment, the Greater 
Sydney Commission elevate the importance of the work that the NSW Retail Expert Advisory Committee 
was undertaking in 2016 (which appears to have been put on the back burner) and instigate a systemic 
change that fundamentally recognises the role that large format retail sector currently make.  With 
particular reference to the draft District Plans, the Greater Sydney Commission should also require all 
local planning authorities, when undertaking their retail planning strategies, plan for large format retail 

requirements of the large format retail sector.  
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3.0 THE NEED FOR PLANNING PROPOSALS 

Due to the lack of appropriately zoned and suitable sites and the restrictive planning controls on B5  B7 
and IN1 and IN2 zoned land, developers such as Aventus, are increasingly having to pursue Planning 
Proposals to rezone land or introduce additional permitted uses before a development application can be 
submitted for a new large format development.   The Planning Proposal process adds significant time 
delay and cost to a project that in many instances deters the developer from investing. 
 
The content of the District Plans are now a key consideration in the assessment of Planning Proposals, 

quired by the NSW Department of Planning and 
Environment  any new Planning Proposal that seeks to 
rezone land for retail uses is also required to address the matters set out within the following Productivity 
Priorities: 

 Managing growth and change within strategic and district centres and as relevant local centres; 

 Prioritise the provision of retail floorspace in centres; and.   

 Protect and support employment and urban services land. 

 
The list of criteria that is required to be addressed in any Planning Proposal is considered to be overly 
onerous, as a result of the draft District Plan requirements. 
 
Furthermore, the above Productivity Priorities seek to restrict all new retail development to existing and 
future Strategic and District Centres, and where a Planning Proposal seeks to rezone any employment 

 
 
The combination of these three Productivity Priorities is considered to overly restrict the ability of any 
large format retailer to find appropriate sites within the Sydney Metropolitan area and secure consent for 
a financially viable development.  Where a local authority has failed to plan appropriately to meet 
demand, there should be some mechanism within the District Plans to facilitate new development of this 
kind. 
 
The has also not yet been clarified by the Greater Sydney 
Commission and the draf further research and understanding of the 
actual contribution that the employment and urban services land makes is also required  The draft 
District Plans, therefore effectively admit that there is still a considerable amount of research, guidance 

however in 
practice, the impact of  is effectively 
enabling local authorities to adopt an overly cautious approach in their assessments.  
 
We recognise that the final District Plans are likely to contain the detail this is lacking in the drafts, 
however in order to enable Planning Proposals currently in the system to progress, the Greater Sydney 
Commission should issue interim guidance to local authorities on how to consider the Priorities set out 
within the draft District Plans. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, the blanket approach that the draft District Plans adopt in relation to the level 
of significance of existing employment and urban services land does not take account of the difference 
between key critical industrial areas, such as Sydney Airport and Port, and smaller quasi-industrial 
business parks that have considerable vacancies.  It is recommended that the Greater Sydney 
Commission set out a hierarchy of employment and urban services land types and in-doing-so re-

  
 
Once again, thank you the opportunity to make comments. Should you have any queries about this 
matter, please do not hesitate to contact me on  
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Claire Burdett 
Principal Planner 
On behalf of Aventus Property Group 




